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The goal of testimonials are to help your potential clients overcome their objections and
hesitations to buying your service. They help minimize risk and build trust by giving
social proof that the investment has paid off for others. Ultimately, the goal is to help
persuade prospects to make a purchasing decision. You want your testimonials to be as
effective as possible.

Here are four features of a weak testimonial that you should avoid
and what you should aim for instead.

1. It’s all about you.

When the testimonial is all about you, you’re missing the big opportunity of a testimonial:
to give the prospect a sense of what they can expect to experience as a result of engaging
you, walking them through their objections and questions. Your testimonials should be
your client’s story and focus on their experience.

2. It’s all sugar and no story.
Testimonials that are nothing but praise may feel good to get, but they don’t do much for
helping prospects answer the questions they have about your service. They’re also boring
and not believable.

Your testimonials should have drama and storytelling – it gives the testimonial depth
and makes it more interesting and credible.

First I was facing B problem, then I found C solution.

I was worried that this solution wouldn’t be right for me because of X risk. But I was able to
overcome that hesitation because of Y.

As a result of working with [NAME], we saw [BENEFIT] and achieved [RESULT].

3. It doesn’t mention specific results or benefits.
Without specific details on the outcomes you deliver for your clients and how they can be
better off as a result of working with you, the client doesn’t get a sense of why the
investment is worth it.

Your testimonials should have specific details on results and benefits the client saw
as a result of working with you. The more specific, the more credible.

Measurable, tangible results with numbers attached are wonderful when you get get them
(e.g. 25% increase in sales, 30% less downtime). But if those number-type results aren’t
available, you can still talk about specific results and benefits.

Why was the investment worth it for the client? How did things improve? Did it save them
time, money, frustration, inconvenience, uncertainty? Did it help them launch sooner?

What makes working with you a better solution than other solutions available? Do things
get delivered faster? Did require less time, effort or risk on the client’s part?

These are just a few examples to demonstrate that you don’t necessarily require numbers
to highlight specific results and benefits.

4. It doesn’t tie a line between results and your work.
If you only identify the problem and the results – it’s like having a story with a beginning
and an end but no middle. How do we know that the results were due to working with you
and wouldn’t have happened anyway?

To increase credibility with prospect, your testimonials should indicate how you were
able help them to achieve the results. What specifically about working with you made
these results possible?
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So how do you avoid these mistakes? 

Offer a structure to get feedback from your clients

Sean D’Souza, author of The Brain Audit and The Secret Life of Testimonials, talks about the
importance of using structure to get good testimonials instead of the random ones clients will
offer. He came up six questions you can ask to solicit the information you need for
strong testimonials. You can see his list of questions and rationale behind them in his
fantastic Copyblogger article. Here are the questions (edited to fit a consulting context):

• What was the obstacle (or hesitation) that you faced before buying this service?

• What did you find as a result of buying this service?

• What specific feature did you like most about this service?

• What are three other benefits you saw?

• Would you recommend this service to others? If so, why?

• Is there anything you’d like to add?

Here are a couple that I suggest adding in to extract additional information that helps in
constructing a testimonial and uncover valuable feedback.

• What challenge were you facing that led you to buy this service?

• How did you overcome your hesitation?

• What could have been improved or gone better?

You can use your client’s answers to create a strong testimonial that diffuses objections and
focuses on the business outcomes you’ve helped your clients achieve. Make sure to leave as
much as the client’s language in tact as possible to keep the testimonial authentic.

Do interviews with your clients

Yes, you can ask these questions via an email or online form. But doing an interview with your
client to collect the material you need for a testimonial (whether it be in person or on a call)
offers more advantages:

• It’s less likely to end up as a forgotten item on your client’s to-do list (you’ll have a
scheduled time to speak) and reduces the likelihood you’ll to keep checking in to see when
the client is done.

• It allows you to probe for more if you feel there's still good information to uncover.
(Sometimes it takes a rephrasing of a question or digging deeper to get a client to reveal
what could have prevented them from buying or what the business outcomes of the project
were.)

• Interviews tend to result in more natural, less formal language.

• It can be less time-intensive for the client that does not want to take the time to write out
the answers to questions (writer’s block is tough!).

You can do the interview yourself, or have someone else do the interview for you.

Doing a third-party interview can remove the awkwardness for both you and your client. It can
encourage a client to be more open and honest than giving you feedback directly. Your client is
also likely to be more inclined to go into more robust detail with a third-party that isn’t intimately
involved with the project. Plus it saves you time.

Want to learn about how I can help you get stronger testimonials 
without making it awkward for you and your clients? 
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